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learn from comparative studies in other species. Birds are interesting because they appear to share key
aspects of sleep with mammals, including the presence of two different forms of sleep, i.e. non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. We examined sleep architecture and
sleep homeostasis in the European starling, using miniature dataloggers for electroencephalogram (EEG)
recordings. Under controlled laboratory conditions with a 12:12 h light–dark cycle, the birds displayed
a pronounced daily rhythm in sleep and wakefulness with most sleep occurring during the dark phase.
Sleep mainly consisted of NREM sleep. In fact, the amount of REM sleep added up to only 1 2% of total
sleep time. Animals were subjected to 4 or 8 h sleep deprivation to assess sleep homeostatic responses.
Sleep deprivation induced changes in subsequent NREM sleep EEG spectral qualities for several hours,
with increased spectral power from 1.17 Hz up to at least 25 Hz. In contrast, power below 1.17 Hz was
decreased after sleep deprivation. Sleep deprivation also resulted in a small compensatory increase in
NREM sleep time the next day. Changes in EEG spectral power and sleep time were largely similar
after 4 and 8 h sleep deprivation. REM sleep was not noticeably compensated after sleep deprivation. In
conclusion, starlings display signs of NREM sleep homeostasis but the results do not support the notion
of important REM sleep functions.
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Abstract
Most of our knowledge about the regulation and function of sleep is based on studies in a restricted number of mammalian species, 
particularly nocturnal rodents. Hence, there is still much to learn from comparative studies in other species. Birds are interesting because 
they appear to share key aspects of sleep with mammals, including the presence of two different forms of sleep, i.e. non-rapid eye 
movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. We examined sleep architecture and sleep homeostasis in the European starling, 
using miniature dataloggers for electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings. Under controlled laboratory conditions with a 12:12 h light–dark 
cycle, the birds displayed a pronounced daily rhythm in sleep and wakefulness with most sleep occurring during the dark phase. Sleep 
mainly consisted of NREM sleep. In fact, the amount of REM sleep added up to only 1~2% of total sleep time. Animals were subjected to 4 
or 8 h sleep deprivation to assess sleep homeostatic responses. Sleep deprivation induced changes in subsequent NREM sleep EEG spectral 
qualities for several hours, with increased spectral power from 1.17 Hz up to at least 25 Hz. In contrast, power below 1.17 Hz was decreased 
after sleep deprivation. Sleep deprivation also resulted in a small compensatory increase in NREM sleep time the next day. Changes in EEG 
spectral power and sleep time were largely similar after 4 and 8 h sleep deprivation. REM sleep was not noticeably compensated after sleep 
deprivation. In conclusion, starlings display signs of NREM sleep homeostasis but the results do not support the notion of important REM 
sleep functions.
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Statement of Significance
We studied sleep architecture and sleep homeostasis in a songbird, the European starling. The birds displayed both non-rapid eye move-
ment (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep but, surprisingly, REM sleep is only made up to 1~2% of total sleep time. In response to 
sleep deprivation, there was an increase in NREM sleep electroencephalogram (EEG) spectral power perhaps indicative of a sleep homeo-
static response. Interestingly, power below 1.17 HZ showed an opposite response indicating that the mammalian delta power is not a 
universal indicator of sleep homeostasis. The low amount of baseline REM sleep and a lack of compensation of REM sleep loss after sleep 
deprivation suggest that starlings under laboratory conditions can almost do without REM sleep, which seems at odds with most theories 
on REM sleep function.
SLEEPJ, 2020, 1–10
doi: 10.1093/sleep/zsz311
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Sleep is a state of inactivity and diminished awareness of 
the surrounding that seems to be widespread in the animal 
kingdom. In fact, even though only a fraction of all animal spe-
cies have been studied in detail, there is a general consensus 
that most species spend a large part of their lives asleep [1–3]. 
Sleep is thought to serve physiological functions that are of crit-
ical importance for the individuals’ performance and health, but 
what exactly these functions are, remains uncertain [4–6]. It is 
often assumed that the functions of sleep entail some form of 
recovery from preceding wakefulness, based on the finding that 
a need for sleep seems to build up during wakefulness. This no-
tion is supported by the finding that extended wakefulness, or 
sleep deprivation, is associated with an increased drive for sleep 
and is followed by a compensatory rebound sleep [7, 8]. In other 
words, sleep appears to be homeostatically regulated in relation 
to how long animals have been awake [7, 8].
The questions regarding the regulatory principles and func-
tions of sleep are complicated by the fact that sleep can come 
in two different forms, that is, non-rapid eye movement (NREM) 
sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [8]. In mammals, 
particularly, the homeostatic regulation of NREM sleep is well 
established [8]. Extended wakefulness is often followed by a 
compensatory increase in both time and intensity of subse-
quent NREM sleep. The intensity of NREM sleep is reflected in the 
number of slow waves in the electroencephalogram (EEG) [9–12]. 
In several mammalian species, slow-wave activity in the range of 
1–4 Hz was found to be an increasing function of the duration of 
prior wakefulness [13–16]. This slow-wave activity is highest at 
the beginning of sleep and then gradually declines in the course 
of the sleep phase suggesting that the need for NREM sleep is 
dissipating [13–16].
In mammals, rebounds of REM sleep have also been reported 
after sleep deprivation [10, 11, 17, 18] but these rebounds in 
REM sleep appear to be less predictable compared with NREM 
sleep [19–21]. In fact, it is still debated whether REM sleep is 
homeostatically regulated at all, and, if so, whether that is in 
relation to prior wakefulness or perhaps preceding NREM sleep 
[22–25]. Other factors that influence REM sleep are, for example, 
environmental temperature [26–28] and stress [29–31].
The vast majority of studies on the regulatory mechanisms 
and functional aspects of sleep were done in a handful of mam-
malian species, particularly nocturnal rodents such as mice 
and rats (see references above). Few other species have been 
studied in detail, often because they are not easily available or 
difficult to maintain under laboratory conditions [21]. Hence, 
there is still much to learn about sleep in other species groups 
[2, 32]. Birds are an interesting group in this respect because they 
share key features of sleep with mammals, including the pres-
ence of both NREM and REM sleep [33, 34]. Moreover, there are 
a number of reports suggesting that NREM sleep in birds may 
be homeostatically regulated in relation to wakefulness, sug-
gesting it may serve functions similar to what has been pro-
posed for mammals [35–38]. There are, however, also interesting 
differences in sleep between birds and mammals. For example, 
in mammals REM sleep on average makes up 18% of total sleep 
time [39], while in the few bird species for which this is known 
the amount of REM sleep is on average less than 10% of total 
sleep time [40]. Moreover, it was shown that some bird species 
under natural conditions are sometimes capable of persisting 
and apparently sustaining normal behavior with very little to 
no sleep at all for many days [41, 42]. Such findings challenge 
the common view based on studies in mammals that decreased 
performance and health is an inescapable outcome of sleep loss 
and beg for follow-up studies.
Studying sleep entails a special challenge in most bird spe-
cies because of their ability to fly, but this constraint has been al-
leviated by the miniaturization of datalogger technology [32, 43, 
44]. In the current study, we applied such miniature dataloggers 
to assess sleep architecture and sleep homeostasis in the 
European starling (Sturnus vulgaris). This species is an interesting 
model for sleep research because they can easily be maintained 
in captivity and are large enough to carry a datalogger without 
being hampered in their movements. Moreover, the starling is a 
common and widespread species that can be found living under 
a wide variety of environmental conditions, which makes it a 
suitable species for future studies aimed at ecological questions. 
In the present study, we measured baseline sleep in captive star-
lings under controlled conditions and addressed the question 
of sleep homeostasis by subjecting the birds to manual sleep 
deprivation of different durations (4 and 8 h).
Methods
Animals and housing
A total of 12 adult starlings were used for this study (7 males 
and 5 females). Five of them were wild-caught animals obtained 
from the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology (Seewiesen, 
Germany) and the other seven were caught in the wild in the 
Netherlands (Oudehaske, 52°58′19.2″N 5°51′38.0″E). The birds 
were kept in groups in large outdoor aviaries until 2 weeks be-
fore the start of EEG recordings, for which the animals were 
individually housed indoors in a wooden cage (length = 79 cm, 
width = 60 cm, height = 60 cm). The cage floor was covered with 
bedding and a wooden branch in the center served as a perch. 
Water and food were provided ad libitum (food item number 
6659; Kasper Faunafood, Woerden, The Netherlands). Each cage 
contained two light bulbs, and the light–dark cycle was set at 
12:12 with lights-on from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm. In order to mimic 
twilight, a dim light was on for 10 minutes before lights-on and 
also for 10 minutes after lights-off. The temperature in the room 
was controlled at 21 ± 1 °C. All procedures were approved by the 
national Central Authority for Scientific Procedures on Animals 
(CCD) and the Institutional Animal Welfare Body (IvD, University 
of Groningen, The Netherlands).
Surgery
Surgeries for implantation of electrodes to record EEG were 
performed under isoflurane anesthesia (1.5–2%). The skull was 
carefully exposed and seven 0.5 mm holes were drilled for in-
sertion of electrodes. Four EEG electrodes were placed in a left-
to-right line over the rostral part of the telencephalon (two per 
hemisphere, 2 and 6  mm lateral from the midline). The loca-
tion of the electrodes was based on previous research in birds 
[41–43]. The medial electrodes were over the hyperpallium and 
the lateral electrodes were over the mesopallium. Two refer-
ence electrodes were placed caudally near the cerebellum (one 
per hemisphere, 4 mm lateral of the midline) and one ground 
electrode was implanted over the right hemisphere (6  mm 
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with rounded tips (0.5 mm diameter, BKL Electronic 10120538, 
Lüdenscheid, Germany). They were inserted to the level of the 
dura mater and glued to the cranium with cyano-acrylic adhe-
sive. All electrodes were wired to at 7-channel connector (BKL 
Electronic 10120302, Lüdenscheid, Germany) and then secured 
and isolated with Paladur dental acrylic (Heraeus Kulzer, Hanau, 
Germany). A light-weight protective plug was then attached to 
the connector (BKL Electronic 10120602, Lüdenscheid, Germany). 
After 2 weeks of recovery from surgery, dummy loggers were 
used to habituating the starlings to wearing the recording log-
gers. The dummy logger weight was gradually increased in 
3 steps (1.5, 2.5, and 3.5  g) each one lasting 3  days. The final 
dummy logger weight was similar to the real datalogger weight 
and represented less than 5% of the total body weight. Recovery 
from surgery and habituation to the (dummy) loggers took place 
in the outdoor aviaries.
Data collection
To record and store EEG data, a neurologger 2A was attached 
to the connector on the head of the starlings (Neurologger 2A; 
Evolocus, Tarrytown, NY, USA). EEG was recorded with a sam-
pling rate of 200 Hz. During data acquisition, the logger used a 
build-in high band pass filter of 1 Hz and a low band pass filter 
of 70 Hz. The first order high pass filter provided a relatively slow 
signal attenuation of 20 dB per decade, i.e. the amplitude of data 
between 1 and 0.1 Hz was gradually attenuated until a maximum 
of 10 times at 0.1 Hz. Therefore, the absolute power below 1 Hz 
was attenuated but could still be used for analysis. The logger 
also contained a three-axis accelerometer (LIS302DLH; STMicro-
electronics Geneva, Switzerland) to measure head acceleration 
as a proxy for activity. Two ZA13 1.45 V batteries were used, 
which enabled the loggers to record data for about three-and-
a-half days. Dummy loggers were replaced with neurologgers at 
noon and the subsequent dark–onset at 8 pm was defined as the 
start of the baseline.
Starlings were subjected to three treatments: control (C), 
4 h of sleep deprivation (4SD), or 8 h of sleep deprivation (8SD). 
The control treatment consisted of a 3-day recording without 
intervention. The 4SD and 8SD treatment consisted of a sleep 
deprivation starting at the onset of the second dark phase for 
the duration of 4 or 8 h, respectively. Birds undergoing the 4SD 
or 8SD treatment were kept awake by means of “mild stimula-
tion” [36, 45, 46]. Whenever a starling showed signs of inactivity 
and eye-closure, the cage was gently tapped and the animal was 
stimulated to be awake. The birds were subjected to all three 
treatments in balanced order, separated by at least 1 week. 
Because of technical problems with the loggers and/or batteries, 
we did not have complete 3-day recordings for all birds and con-
ditions. The analysis is based on complete recordings for 9 C, 6 
4SD, and 12 8SD.
Data analyses
EEG and accelerometry data were processed with RemLogic 
(Natus Medical, Pleasanton, California). All recordings were 
coded and then scored manually by an observer blind to 
the identity and treatment of the animals. All recordings 
were scored based on the same EEG derivation by the same 
person. Every 4-s epoch of the 3-days recording was scored as 
wakefulness (W), NREM sleep, or REM sleep according to the cri-
teria described in Figure  1. Wakefulness was characterized by 
relatively low-amplitude, high-frequency EEG activity, and often 
with movements in the accelerometer signal. NREM sleep was 
scored when more than half of an epoch showed low-frequency 
activity with an amplitude approximately twice that of alert 
wakefulness. The onset of NREM sleep typically corresponded 
with a cessation of movement as indicated by the accelerometer 
signal. REM sleep was characterized by periods of EEG activa-
tion (>2 s) without noticeable head movement in the accelerom-
eter signal or sometimes with signs of head dropping that were 
visible in the accelerometer data indicative of reduced muscle 
tone. Based on the 4-s scoring, we subsequently calculated the 
amounts of NREM sleep and REM sleep per hour.
EEG data of all 4-s epochs were further subjected to fast 
Fourier transformation (FFT) to calculate spectral power density 
for different frequency bins. This yielded 256 frequency bins 
with a bin-width of 0.39 Hz. EEG artifacts were visually detected 
and the corresponding FFT values were omitted from the spec-
tral analysis of NREM sleep EEG. Epochs were labeled as artifacts 
when movements seen in the accelerometer channels caused 
peaks in the EEG at least twice the normal amplitude (e,g., stage 
changes in epochs that largely consisted of NREM sleep). This 
was the case for 20.4% ± 2.0 of the NREM sleep epochs. To cor-
rect for interindividual differences in NREM sleep EEG signal 
strength, for each 3-day recording the spectral power values of 
each frequency bin of each NREM sleep epoch were normalized 
by expressing them relative to the power in the same frequency 
bin averaged for all 12-h baseline dark phase NREM sleep epochs.
Statistics
Data were analyzed in R with linear mixed models lme4 [47, 48], 
including bird ID as a random effect. The package lsmeans was 
used for posthoc Tukey HSD tests [49]. Data in text and figures 
are expressed as mean ± SEM.
Results
Figure  1 shows representative EEG and accelerometer signals, 
hypnogram, and absolute spectral power from an individual 
starling and illustrates the distinct vigilance states known from 
other studies in both birds and mammals. The starlings spent 
much of the 12 h baseline dark phase sleeping and were awake 
most of the light phase, except for some sleep in the middle of 
the light phase (Figures 1, C and 2, also Table S1). Most of the 
sleep consisted of NREM sleep (on average 82.8 ± 1.7% of the 12 h 
dark phase and 98.4 ± 0.5% of total sleep time in the dark phase; 
on average 6.7 ± 1.9% of the 12 h light phase and 99.9 ± 0.02% 
of total sleep time in the light phase). Strikingly, only a mar-
ginal amount of the baseline sleep consisted of REM sleep (on 
average 1.3 ± 0.4% of the 12 h dark phase and 1.6 ± 0.5% of total 
sleep time in the dark phase; practically no REM sleep in the 
light phase). For unknown reasons, the birds in the control con-
dition had a slightly lower amount of REM sleep on the second 
recording day as compared with the first day (4.1 ± 1.1 min and 
6.8 ± 1.7 min, respectively; see Table S1).
The mild stimulation procedure during the 4SD and 8SD treat-
ment was highly effective in keeping the animals awake (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. (A and B) Representative EEG traces and accelerometer signals of a starling. The channels shown represent a three-axis accelerometery (Sway, Surge, and 
Heave) and four EEG signals (L + R Hyperpallium and L + R Mesopallium). Based on these signals, each 4-s epoch is scored as Wakefulness (green bar), NREM sleep (blue 
bar), or REM sleep (red bar). Epochs with artifacts (red asterisk) were omitted prior to spectral analysis. Vertical bars on the right of the EEG traces denote 100 μV. (C) A 
hypnogram of an individual starling of the control group during the baseline day, scored for Wake, NREM sleep, and REM sleep. (D) Mean absolute power spectra of the 
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quickly went to sleep and for the remainder of the dark phase dis-
played a similarly high proportion of time in NREM sleep as in the 
undisturbed control condition. In the light phase following the 
sleep deprivation, both the 4SD and 8SD group displayed slightly 
but significantly more NREM sleep compared with the control 
condition (lmer model with Tukey HSD posthoc test, p  <  0.05), 
indicating some compensatory day-time napping to make up for 
the sleep that was lost (Figure 2, top panel). In contrast, REM sleep 
was not only suppressed during the sleep deprivation but was still 
suppressed during the remainder of the dark phase, particularly 
in the 8SD group (lmer model with Tukey posthoc test, p < 0.05, 
Figure 2, lower panel). The REM sleep that was lost during and im-
mediately following the sleep deprivation was not compensated 
during the subsequent light phase (Figure 2, lower panel). During 
the third recording day, there were no major differences in sleep 
between the three treatment groups, except for small increases 
in NREM and REM sleep toward the end of the night. The pat-
terns in relative NREM sleep EEG spectral power between 0 and 
25 Hz for the three recording days are shown in heat maps in 
Figure 3, with a brighter color indicating a higher spectral power. 
To better visualize the effect of sleep deprivation, the heatmaps in 
Figure 4 depict the deviations in NREM sleep EEG spectral power 
between the experimental sleep deprivation conditions and the 
non-sleep-deprived control condition, either for the same clock 
time or for the time since sleep onset.
During baseline, the relative NREM sleep EEG power in a wide 
range of frequency bins between 1 and 25 Hz was highest at the 
beginning of the dark phase and then declined in the course 
of the night (Figures  3 and 5). In some frequency bins, spec-
tral power slightly increased toward the end of the dark phase. 
In contrast, spectral power in the lower three frequency bins 
(0–1.17 Hz) showed an opposite pattern, with low power at the 
beginning of the dark phase and a gradual increase in the course 
of the night (Figures 3 and 5).
After sleep deprivation of both 4 and 8 h, an increase in EEG 
spectral power occurred over a broad range of frequencies as 
compared with the power at the same time of the night under 
the control condition (Figures 4, A and C and 5). This increase 
occurred in a frequency range from 1.17 up to 25 Hz, but par-
ticularly in the ranges of 1.17–3 Hz and 11–18 Hz, the increase 
seemed to last longer (Figures 4, A and C and 5).
In contrast, EEG spectral power in the lowest frequency bins 
(0–0.78 Hz) showed an opposite pattern with decreased power 
after sleep deprivation as compared with the control condition 
at the same clock time and this decrease persisted for a large 
part of the night (Figures 4, A and C and 5). In the 0.78–1.17 Hz 
bin, no clear effect of sleep deprivation was visible (Figure 5).
When the relative NREM sleep EEG spectral power following 
sleep deprivation was compared with the spectral power fol-
lowing sleep–onset at the start of the night in the control 
condition, there were no significant differences (lmer model: 
treatment, F
2,24
=1.76, p = 0.194, Figure 4, B and D). In other words, 
spectral power after sleep deprivation did not increase beyond 
the levels seen at the beginning of the baseline night and the de-
crease in power in the course of sleep followed a similar pattern.
Importantly, contrary to the expectation that longer sleep 
deprivation would result in larger changes in EEG power, the 
changes in power that occurred after 4 and 8 h sleep deprivation 
were largely similar (Figure 5).
Discussion
Under controlled laboratory conditions with a 12  h light–12  h 
dark cycle, starlings displayed a pronounced daily rhythm in 
sleep and wakefulness with most of the sleep occurring during 
the dark phase. Sleep mainly consisted of NREM sleep. In fact, 
the amount of REM sleep displayed in the birds under these 
conditions was very low and amounted to no more than 1~2% 
Figure 2. The sleep architecture of starlings during a 3-day recording for the control (n = 9), 4SD (n = 6), and 8SD (n = 12) treatments. The upper panel shows the per-
centage of NREM sleep per hour, the lower panel shows the percentage of REM sleep per hour. The colored bar on the top indicates the light–dark cycle (blue: dark 
phase; light yellow: light phase) and the timing of the sleep deprivation (bright yellow: 4 h SD during the dark phase; bright+dark yellow: 8 h SD during the dark phase). 
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of total sleep time. We successfully sleep deprived the starlings 
for 4 or 8 h by manual stimulation. Sleep deprivation resulted 
in a small compensatory increase in NREM sleep the day after 
and also induced clear changes in subsequent NREM sleep EEG 
spectral qualities, with increased spectral power over a broad 
frequency range above 1.17 Hz and a decrease in spectral power 
in the frequency range below 1.17 Hz when compared with the 
same time of the baseline night. There was no evidence that REM 
sleep that was lost during sleep deprivation was compensated.
We aimed to test homeostatic regulation of sleep in starlings 
by subjecting the birds to different durations of sleep depriv-
ation during their normal night-time sleep phase. There was no 
immediate increase in sleep time during the remainder of the 
night immediately after sleep deprivation, presumably because 
levels of sleep already approached the maximum possible under 
baseline conditions, but the birds seemed to partly compensate 
for the loss of sleep by a delayed increase in NREM sleep time the 
next day. However, this increase in day-time napping was not 
nearly enough to compensate for the lost NREM sleep and, also, 
it was quantitatively similar after 4 and 8 h sleep deprivation. 
We continued the recordings for another 24 h but there was very 
little additional compensation for the loss of sleep during the 
second recovery night and day.
Part of the NREM sleep that was lost during sleep deprivation 
may have been compensated by an increase in sleep intensity, 
reflected in spectral changes in the EEG. In mammals, the in-
tensity of NREM sleep is thought to be reflected in the amount 
of EEG slow waves and EEG spectral power in the slow 1–4 Hz 
delta range and was found to be an increasing function of the 
duration of prior wakefulness [13–16]. In the mammalian spe-
cies studied, EEG slow-wave activity was increased after sleep 
deprivation and then gradually declined in the course of the 
sleep phase, suggesting a dissipating need for NREM sleep [8]. 
In our birds, sleep deprivation also caused changes in EEG spec-
tral composition during subsequent sleep that lasted for sev-
eral hours, which may suggest a sleep homeostatic response. 
However, these changes were not completely similar to what 
has been reported for mammals. First, whereas mammals most 
often show a predominant increase in power in the lower fre-
quencies, the starlings showed a consistent increase in spectral 
Figure 3. Heatmap of normalized NREM sleep EEG spectral power during three consecutive nights. Y-axis shows EEG frequency from 0 to 25 Hz with a bandwidth of 
0.39 Hz: X-axis shows the time of day. (A) Normalized spectral EEG heatmaps of the control treatment; (B) 4SD treatment; and (C) 8SD treatment. The sleep deprivation 
periods are indicated by the yellow bars. A brighter color with a value above 1 indicates a higher spectral power in a frequency bin compared with the average baseline 
dark phase power in that same frequency bin. A darker color with a value below 1 indicates a lower power in that frequency bin as compared with the average baseline 
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power across a wide frequency range up to at least 25 Hz. While 
different from mammals, this finding is in line with previous 
EEG findings in other birds such as pigeons [36]. Strikingly, we 
found an unexpected drop in EEG spectral power for the slow 
frequencies below 1.17 Hz. Such complex changes in EEG spec-
tral power after sleep deprivation clearly indicated that the 
mammalian delta power or slow-wave activity is not a universal 
indicator of sleep intensity that can be extended to all birds.
In our starlings, the 4 and 8 h sleep deprivation did not only 
induce similar increases in sleep time during recovery, but the 
changes in EEG spectral power were also largely similar for the 
two different durations of sleep deprivation. Thus, the spectral 
changes in the NREM sleep EEG did not clearly reflect the dur-
ation of prior wakefulness as reported for some mammalian 
species [8]. There are several possible explanations for this lack 
of a dose-dependent effect. One potential explanation is that the 
maximum sleep debt and maximum homeostatic sleep pressure 
was already reached after 4 h of sleep deprivation. A second po-
tential explanation is that the build-up of sleep debt in relation 
to prior wakefulness was there but it was not proportionally re-
flected in the EEG during subsequent recovery sleep. This could 
be due to the fact that birds have a rather different organiza-
tion of their neuronal networks than mammals [50, 51]. Hence, 
the build of sleep debt at the molecular and cellular level may 
translate differently to EEG changes in birds and mammals [52]. 
Both of these hypotheses could potentially be addressed using 
read-outs other than EEG to assess if sleep deprivation has dose-
dependent effects on, for example, molecular markers, single 
cell-activity, arousal threshold, or behavioral performance.
A third explanation is that with longer sleep deprivation 
some of the sleep pressure that builds up starts “leaking” into 
the waking state, with scattered and perhaps local slow-waves 
appearing in the waking EEG such that there is no additional 
increase in SWA at the onset of true sleep. This phenomenon 
of sleep deprivation-induced slow-waves intruding the waking 
state has indeed been reported in mammals [53]. It would be 
hard to quantify this in the birds because of the frequent 
movement artifacts in the waking EEG but, also, because these 
waking-state slow-waves could go undetected with a restricted 
number of EEG electrodes when they occur locally on the back-
ground of global wakefulness.
A fourth explanation for the lack of a clear wake-duration 
dependent sleep response in our starlings is that sleep is not 
homeostatically regulated in this species. This explanation may 
not seem very likely because it is at odds with some of the most 
influential theories on sleep homeostasis and sleep function 
that proposes that sleep is a recovery process from prior wake-
fulness, for example, to replenish brain energy stores that were 
depleted in the course of wakefulness [54], or to downscale syn-
apses that were potentiated during waking neuronal activity 
[55]. However, the view that sleep is homeostatically regulated in 
relation to the duration of prior wakefulness is largely based on 
studies in only a handful of mammalian species and no single 
theory is undisputed or unequivocally proven. Moreover, other 
major theories imply sleep may not necessarily depend on the 
quantity and duration of prior wakefulness but, instead, may be 
related to the quality of wakefulness, i.e. to process and store 
very specific waking experiences and to support learning and 
memory processes [6, 56]. Indeed, there are numerous studies 
showing that sleep may support the formation of specific mem-
ories, not only in mammals but in birds as well [57–59], particu-
larly in relation to song learning [60, 61].
Moreover, while it is often assumed that sleep in mammals 
and other animals such as birds represent similar states that 
have a common evolutionary origin, it is not excluded that a 
primitive common sleep state evolved into more complex states 
Figure 4. Differences in normalized NREM sleep EEG spectral power between the experimental treatments and the control treatment on either the same clock time 
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with different functions in different taxonomic groups. Thus, 
homeostatic regulation of sleep in relation to the duration of 
wakefulness as it is found in mammals may not be present in 
exactly the same way in birds. In fact, this notion is supported by 
recent findings showing that birds under natural conditions may 
go with little to no sleep for many days or even weeks in a row, 
apparently sustaining normal behavior and performance [41, 
42]. For example, an EEG study in wild frigate birds showed that 
these animals can spend up to 10 days on the wing foraging over 
sea with on average only 42 min sleep per day and it is unclear 
whether they compensate for any of the sleep lost in flight [42]. In 
another EEG study under natural conditions, it was shown that 
male pectoral sandpipers in the reproductive season get very 
little sleep during a 3-week period of intense competition for 
access to fertile females [41]. Interestingly, the males that slept 
the least ultimately produced the most offspring suggesting 
that decreased performance is not an inescapable outcome of 
sleep loss. These findings clearly challenge the generality of the 
common view of wake-dependent sleep homeostasis emerging 
from studies in mammals.
Indeed, another intriguing finding is that the starlings had 
very little REM sleep under baseline conditions and when that 
little bit was prevented by sleep deprivation it did not seem to 
be recovered. While the amount of REM sleep was low in all 
birds, there was some variation in between individuals, which 
may have been caused in part by variation in age, sex, and origin 
of the birds. However, the current study was not designed to 
address these specific variables.
Figure 5. Normalized EEG spectral power over the course of the three nights for the three different treatments (yellow = control, red = 4SD, and black = 8SD). The first 10 
Hz bands are plotted (0.39–4.30 Hz) and the 25 Hz bands. After sleep deprivation an increase in spectral power over a broad range was visible (1.56–25 Hz) and a decrease 
occurs in the range of 0–0.78 Hz). All significant differences are indicated by the symbols * indicates 4SD–8SD, # indicates control–4SD, and † indicates control–8SD (lmer 
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Also, REM sleep was slightly lower during the second night 
compared with the first night in the control group, however, this 
did not reach statistical significance and may have reflected 
spontaneous day to day variation, especially since the overall 
amount of REM sleep is very low and a few epochs of REM sleep 
already make a difference. Another reason might be that the 
experimental manipulation of the sleep-deprived birds in the 
same room caused a mild suppression of REM sleep in the con-
trol animals.
The less than 2% REM sleep in our starlings agrees with an 
earlier study in this species reporting a similar minimal amount 
of REM sleep [62]. We initially anticipated that the low amount of 
REM sleep reported in this earlier study could have been an arti-
fact, due to the measurement conditions. The birds were con-
nected to a head cable for EEG recordings, possibly interfering 
with the expression of their natural sleep behavior. Such inter-
ference was less likely in the present study, given that our star-
lings were equipped with miniature dataloggers that posed no 
restrictions on their normal body posture and behavior.
Although the amount of REM sleep we found in starlings is 
among the lowest reported for birds, it is certainly not excep-
tional. Low amounts of REM sleep were reported for several 
other bird species from different orders, for example, the rook 
(less than 2% of total sleep time) [63], budgerigar (less than 
4% of total sleep time) [64], turtle dove (less than 5% of total 
sleep time) [65], and quail (less than 6% of total sleep time) 
[66]. Overall, the amount of REM sleep in birds varies a great 
deal between species, ranging from the minimal amount in 
starlings and rooks to higher mammalian-like numbers in, for 
example, white-crowned sparrows (about 16% of total sleep-
time) [67] and zebra finches (about 25% of total sleep time) [68]. 
It is yet unknown what is causing this variation in the amount 
of REM sleep among bird species but there does not appear 
to be a simple taxonomic explanation as illustrated by sub-
stantial differences even within orders, for example, between 
songbirds such as starlings and white-crowned sparrows or 
zebra finches.
The low amount of REM sleep in the starlings and the 
fact that sleep deprivation-induced loss of REM sleep was 
not compensated adds to ongoing discussions on how REM 
sleep is regulated and what its functions may be. The cur-
rent data clearly do not support the view that REM sleep is 
homeostatically regulated and serves an important recovery 
function that relates to the duration of prior wakefulness or 
prior NREM sleep [22]. In fact, it appears that starlings housed 
under the controlled laboratory conditions can almost do 
without REM sleep and are therefore at odds with any theory 
on REM sleep function.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at SLEEP online.
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